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Are you planning a wooden sleigh bed in your bedroom? sleigh beds appear like a sleigh and have
curvy headboard and footboard at both ends. The process of choosing sleigh bed frame starts with
the size of frame. A queen size mattress means a bigger bed size. Generally frames are designed
to accommodate one particular size of mattress and it is important to make careful selection.

The next step is to choose the frame material and it depends on your requirement. In most of the
cases sleigh beds are made up of wood but there are some other materials that you can choose
from. A steel or iron frame can add a difference and great aesthetic look to your bedroom. Generally
wood frames are costly and their price depends on the quality of wooden material used in the frame.
Hard woods are naturally beautiful and have high durability with great appearance. But keep in mind
that these are really expensive and heavy, so if you tend to move it often, choose a light pine wood
itself. Softwood sleigh beds look really great and they are much more susceptible to damage than
the regular beds.

You have to consider the dÃ©cor of your home or the dÃ©cor that you are planning to have in your
home. In short you need to consider the size, design and style of your wooden sleigh bed in
advance. The color should complement your roomâ€™s dÃ©cor and it should not be against the overall
design of your bed. Above all of these factors, make sure that whether sleigh bed supports the
mattress well with special support frame. You need to consider the box spring your mattress and
choose a wooden frame for your sleigh bed accordingly. Make a  sophisticated choice before
choosing your bed.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a sleigh beds, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a wooden sleigh!
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